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FOREWORD

Policymakers and practitioners iq the employment and training field have
devoted considerable attention,in recent years to problems associated with
high youth unemployment. Analysis of"these problems reveils a complicated set
of factors, the relationship of which is not clearly understood. On.the
demnd side of the issue, solutions seem to be in finding ways to increase the
number of job openings,for youth. On the supply side, solutions are seen in
improving the employability of the youth,themselves. The Employability Fac-
tors Study is part of a larger research program that p4multaneously examines
the relationship between demand and suppry variables and youthemgoyability.
Specifically, this study focuses on youth's percepriods of employer.hiring and
disciplinary standards, possible determinants of youth's perceptions, changes
in perdeptions resulting from participating in employability development
programs and work experiences, and relationships of_youth's perceptions to
employers' reports of their hiring and disciplinary standards. Future work
will conc4rn relationships of youth"s perceptions to employment outgomes one
year- after high_school.- The researcher's use a work socialization fifamework to
guide the inquiry and to deter-thine the implications of Otte findings for the

,

improvement of employment and training of youth.

We wish to express our gratitude to the National:Institute of 'Education
for sponsoring this study and to Ronald'Bucknam, the project officer, far his
guidance aud.support. We Want to thank the members of the Research Division's
advisqry committee for their suggestions in the development and execution of
the study. The committee consists:of Sward Rosen, Chairperson; Williai
Brooks, Ceneral Motors; JoSe. Cardenas, Intercultural Developmental Research
Association; David Clark, Indiana University; Ellen Greenberger, Universiiy
of California, Irvine; Charles Knapp,'Ttlane University; Marion Pines,
Mayor:s Office 0of Manpower Resources, Baltimore; Peter Rossi, University of
Massachusetts; Beatrice Reubens, Columbia University; Henrietta Schwartz, San
Francisco State University; and ilna Wertz, Aetna Life and CasualtY. We also
wish to'thank the following individuals who provided insightful critiques of
this.report of the preliminari findings: Howard Rosen and-Henrietta Schwartz
of the advisory committee; Joseph Grannis, Professor of Education, Teachers
College, Columbia.University; and Ida Halasz and Catherine King-Fitch of the

0National Center.

Finally, we wish to thank all the students, employers, and staff associ-
.

ated with the employability development programs and the schools participating
in the study. While our assurances of anonymity preclude mentioning their
names, we nevertheless want to express our sincere appreciation for the time'
and cooperatison they extended to the research staIf. .

. .
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Red'ognition is due to John Bishop, the ational Center's Associate Dir-
ector for Research, for overseeing the stud ; Richrd Miguel for directing the
study; James Weber for the analysis of data; Lisa Chiteji, Program Associste,
and Robert Foulk, Graduate Research Associate, for their assistance in data
collection, torocessing, and analysis; Catherine King-Fitch for editorial
assistance; and Jacque Masters for typing the report. ,
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Executive Director
The National Center for Research
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FOCUS OF THE STUDY

Considerable attention has been given in recent years to the employment

problems of youth. There has been concern not Only with the high unemployment
rates of youth but also with their perceived inadequadies regarding employ-

. abllity and the lodg-term effects of these inadequacies on future employment.
Freeman (1980) Svggests that the employment problems of youth can be viewed
from either a demand-sige or a supply-side perspective. This study concerns
the latter, but not becaude we subscribe'to the notiod that youth and their
dgrfaencies are the problem. Instead, we have focused onssupply-side,issues
.bechuie we tlieve that an inordinate amount of policy and practicejs based
on the preMises that youth are deficient in.certain worker attribuces andffiat
youth employability will be ameliorated by rectifying those deficiis. It is

not our,intention to refute these premises. However, there is little con-
clusive empirical evidence regarding how these wotker attributes relate to
employability and what is involved in developing them. Even less'empirical
evidence is available to demonstrate that employability development.eftorts
have been effective in this regard.

(

In particular, this study focuses on perceptions of worker attributes
that youth need to get,and keep lobs. We are interested in the determinants
of youth:s percepeions, how those perceptions relate to their supervisors'
reports of hiring and disciplinary.standards, and how youth's pereptions
change as a result of education, training, and work experiences. Ultimately;

we are interested in understanding better haW youth's perceptions of desired

worker attributes relate to employment outcomes.

In preparing this report, we have used several terms that require some

explanation. Yguth refers to individuals from the ages of fourteen to twenty-
four. Disadvantaged youth refers to those individuals experiencing the Mast
difficulty with employability, that is, obtaining and maintaining employment
that leads to, self7sufficiency. Worker attribut s is an inclusive term that
refers to skills, attitudes, work habits, and other factors asgociated with
getting and keening jobs. Employer hiring and isciplinary standards refers
to worksite supervisors' evaluations of worker attributes in making decisions
whether orvnot to hire or fire employee's. Perceptiond of employer standards
refers to,an individual's understanding of the importance of selected worker
attributes in employers' hiring and on-the-job disciplinary decisions.

THE PROBLEM AND THE SETTING
'

- There are many alaims and some evidence, although mixed, that youth are
indee-d poorly prepared fpr work (Ginzberg 1980). Many lack an adequate

orientation to work and have limited competencies. However, the fact tHat

most youth eventually do become established in the labor market (Gihzberg
1980, Freeman 1980) suggests that most of their problems in getting and keep-

ing jobs get solved. Nevertheless, substantial differences exist among youth
int/the rate at which they obtain jobs and in the quality of the jobs they
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Steinberg and Greenberger (1979) suggest that treating the problems of

early adolescent employment at any one level of anllysis, to the ixolusion of,

others, can seriously distort our understanding offthe phenomenon and the

implication: that can be drawn fram it. It seems that this is often the case.

Those who view the problems of youth employability as being caused by, youth's

neOtive attitudes, lack of motivation, and work ethics often believe that

those problems can be made to disappeir by getting youth to adopt the

attitudes and values espoused by employers. Similarly, they simplisticelly

believe that training and work experienge flone will rectify the situation.

The larger issues of socialization to work, which are appropriate to.such a

solution (Anderson and Sawhill 1980), are frequently overlookeddespite the

fact that such socialization forces are continuously operating whether or not

they-are attended to.

Bandura (1982) suggests that individuais often do not behave'optimally

even though they may have the necessary skills and attitudes and know fully

what to do.: He states that perceived self-efficacy, which concerns individu-

als' judgments of,hou well-they can execute courses of action, may account for

behavioral'variance. We believe that these and ether perceptions, which are

the result of many interactions with others, 'are crucial to'understan4ing

youth's work behavior. Do youth knoi what employers expect of them Oen they,

apply for a job? Are their perceptions of what they are supposed to do on the

_job accurate? -To what extent are these perceptions related to the work norms

associated with the "good" worker: self-control, self-discipline, Conformity,

and coOperation (Carlson 1982)?

Training aimed at socialization and resocialization to these norms and

its effects on youth's perceptions of what they need to get and keep jobs lost

\consider both the characteristics of the jobs youth get and personal chSrac-

teristics (O'Leary 1972). BuCthis often does not seem to happen. For

example, minorities and women are conspicuously overrepresented in jobs that

pay less and have fewer career possibilities. While many hypotheses have been

brought to bear to explain why minorities and women are to blame for their

dilemma, it has been,found that the _process of labor-force participation works

to their diiabantage. Ornstein (1976) emphasizes that the tnpact does not

descend at any one distinct point. Instead, the continuing accumulation of

deficits causes some to fall further behind. Ornstein's analysis revealed a

progressive increase in the deficits of blacks from their earliest experiences

with family, education, and work till eight years after their first job.

AndersonAind Sawhill (1980) further point out that even when'minorities are

41 fully prepared for eiployment, they still have the greatest difficulty in

obtaining jobs and remain the most disadvantaged in regard to employability.

, It seems that, while many are concerned with casting blame and prescrib-

ing remedies, little attention has been given to the perspectives of youth

themselves. Anderson (1980).graphically illustrates this point. Young,

unskilled blacks often perceive, themselves as useful only to exploitative

employers in the most menial jobs. Consequentlyf these young blacks often

will not accept work tasks and conditions that they consaer demeaning.

Surely, these perceptions will come into conflict with employers' demands for

good work ethics and positive attitudes. Further, the resulting behaviors are

2
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1,
likely to confirm employers' perceptions that these young blacks lack these

worker attributes: This seems to be true regardless of the mnployer's race.

Consequently, the involvement of youth in training and work experience

for the express purpose of developing or remediating such attributes as job

seeking skills,. work attitudes, and work habits without due regard for youth's

perceptions of those attributes and the circumstances that surround them may

result in ineffective employability development. Other researchers havd found

that efforts to improve upon youth's .emplbyability can have negative effects.

For example, Greenberger and associates (1979, 1980, and 1982) hive found that

for some youth work experience during adolescence is related to lower involve

ment in school, development of cynical attitudes toward work, and acceptance

of unethical work practices. Campbell (1971) notes that trainim that does°

not fulfill its promise can erode_confidence, injure morale, and intensify

alreadyheld pegative attitudes., Bahn (1973) suggests that "frontal attacks"

rarely work on employability problems, since theymtend to evoke "counter

pressure" Ad 'unintended negative consequences.

We have discussed, albeit briefly, the probleMs that youth face in

becoming employableAnd the attempts and consequences of programmatic efforts

to help solve those problems. The evidence that these programs work is mixed

and often nonempirical (Campbell 1971, Stromsdorfer 1980, PossmOre 1982,

Anderson and Sawhill 1980, National Commission lor Employment Policy 1579,

Bartlett 1978). Nevertheless, even when.we are told of the benefits,'we

are still left with a very inadequate understanding of theconsequences of

employability development practices and, more

e

importantly,lof the determi

nants of thos effects. We do seem to have a grasp on par s of the problem

(elg., what employers say they expect of young workers, which groups are

experiencing the most difficulties, possible sources of eiployability

problems). .Whit is needed is knowledge regarding the links between the

antecedents and the consequences. We believe that' a partial solution to

this problem ,lies in'improving dur understanding of youth's perceptioni of

employer hiring and disciplinary standards, the determinants of those

perceptions, and the relationships of those'perceptions to employment

outcomes. Such.an understanding may provide insight on such linkages.'

THEORETICAL P.ERSPECTIVE

In order to provide a Itamework for our investigation of youth's percep

tions of employer hiring and Aisciplinary standards and of the mediating

effects of those perceptioft on employment outcomes, we considered varibus

theoretical bases. We decided that some-4ype of work socialization model

would be best to illuminate our understanding of the context in which work

related perceptions operate. In developiing our theoretical perspective, we

turned to Van Maanen's (1976) perspective on organizational socialization as

it concerns "breaking in" to work organizations because it focuses on the

processes and outcomes of.entry into a work grganization and relates that

event to earlier stages of sociaSization., Van Maanen views organizational

socialization as a special case of adult socialization and focuses on an

individual's adjustment to specific and general role demands necessary for

fp
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participation in work settings. In turn, we have conceived of adolescent
socialization to work as a special case of adult socialization. Using Van
Maanen!s perspective, we can view initial stages of breaking in to fhe
employment sector within the larger context of work socialization that
precedee andtpllows these breakingin stages. Findings from our own studies
will provide a test of the assumptions on whicfl this perspective is based.

-

Figure 1 illust'rates our paradigm of adolescent socialization to work as
we have adapted it from Van Maanen. Stariing with anticipatory socializatikon,

youth forth attitudes and behaviors relevant to -Work, perceptions of what wakk
organizations are likely to value, and expectations for their experiences in
work settings. This is followed by entry into the workPlace, which is viewed
as an encounter of organizational and personal variables that impinge upon the
socialization process. Depending upon the intensity add scope of the encoun
ter, individuals are seen as changing their perceptions regarding desired
worker attributes in ways that achieve harmony with those of the Work organi
zation. The consequences of this socialization process, whether(poSitive or
negative, set the stage for subsequent. entry into other work organizations.
Foi youth, this process can be repeated many times until they have crystallit
ed vocational preferences and try to establish themselves in fulltime
empfoyment with career poteRtial. Consequently, our paradigm views breaking
in to early parttime work experiences as a cyclical process contributing
further to anficipatory socialization for entry into later employment.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Although the overall intent of this line of inquiry is to improve our
understanding of the antecedents and outcomes of the work socialization of
youth, the central focus of the investigatlon at this time is on the
relationships of (1)"youth's perceptions of hiring and disciplinary standards,
(22 their work supervisors' reports of those standards, and (3) selected
antecedents and employment outcomes associated with employability development
programs. Specifically, the research questions addressed at this point in the

.I.,4vestigation are four in numbar:

1. How do employer hiring anedisciplinary standards and youth's
perceptions of those .standards relate to characteristics of
employment firms, youth jobs, employability ddskelopment programs,
and the personal characteristics of youth?

2. How do the,differences between supervisors' reports of the standards

and youth's perceptions relate to these characteristics?

3. How does the magnitude of the differences between supervisors'
reports of the standards and youth's perceptions relate to these
characteristics and to youth's preprogram percekions?

4. How do the changes in youth's perceptions relate to these
characteristics and to youth's preftogram perceptions?

4
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Figure 1. Adolescent Socialization to Work 4
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The design of the study concerns pre/post enployability development

peogram participation.measures'of youth's perception's of employer.hiring

and disciplinary standards (i.e., percePtions of,the importance of gelectS4

woiker attributes in getting an4 'keeping jobs). This strategy permits

comparisons among hiring and disciplinary standards reported by supervisors
of youth in the.sample, youth's perceptions of those standards, and employ-
ability developmdnt program staff's and academic teachers% perceptions of
thosestandards.0 Figure 2 illustrates the deaign of the study. The design

sumsts a number og,comparative analyses between the youth and others.

Referring to the letters in the figure, relationships can be examined between

(A) youth!s perceptions and their supervisors' reports of the standards,
(B) youth's perception4oand program staff's.perceptions of the standards;
(C) youth's perceptions and academic teachers' perceptions of the standards,

.cD) program staff's perceptions and supervidors' reports of Le standards,
(E) academic teachers' petceptions 'end supervisors' reports of the standards,

and (F) program :ttafftp perceptions and academic teachers' perceptions of the

standards. The analygis reported herein concerns.only the relationships
between youth's perceptions and supervisors' reports of employer standards

(point Alm figure 2). Further analyses will be donducted in fiscal year

1983.
1 ,

A survey method was used to obtain data on (1) supervisors' reports of

employer,hiring and disciplinary standards, (2) youth's perceptions of worker

attributea required to meet tbcse standards, and (3) characteristics of the.
firms 'employing the youth, the jobs in which the youth were employed, the

\amployability development prograns in which youth' were enrolled, and the youth

themselves. The youth selected for the study were participants of saployabil-

ity development, programs. Data were collected from youth at the beginnIng and'

ehd of the 1981-82 scho 1 year as a means of observing pre/postprogram changes

in perceptiona. "Enploy d and nonemployed youth not aniolled in employability

development programs w-re also included for comparison'purposes. Data on

employer hiring and disciplinary standards-were collected from the immediate

supervisors ofoworking youth in the programs and in the comparison groups

toward the end of the school yedt or approximately af the'eighth month of the

youth's employment period between pre/posttesting. Data were also collected

from employabilfty development staff,and academic teachers of the youth at the

time of pretesting of the youth. i.

,e '6

Sample

A principal reason forselecting thisyurposive sample was to provide a

range of employability programs in order to be able to examine the differ-..

ential effects of these programs on youth's perceptions of the employer

standards. The sample pool consists of 1,135 youth from metropolitan areas in

statesilocated in the middle Atlantic, northeastern, southeastern, southern,

eastern central, and,middle western regions. The programs originally included

Were an apprenticeship program, a CETA Youth Employment and Training Program,

a cooperatiVe distributive edubation program,, and three models of experience-

based career,education (EBCE), The apprenticeship program is part of a

6
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postsecondary school. All others are part of secondary school prog ms. A

detailed description of these programs can be..found in the "progrtm Prhfiles"

(see appendix A). The program participants included in the gample were all

new entrants intd the apprenticeship, CETA, distributive education, and EBCE

programs. Program participants in three other programs (office education,-

work experience, and career skills centers) were added to the saniple'as a

*stilt of disaggregating other program students from the camparison groups.

The study called for data collection from program teachers, and trainers,

academic teachers, and employment stweryisurs of the youth. In our sample of-

1,135 for whom we have time 1 and time 2 data,'we have data from program staff

of 737 of the youth, academic teachers of 397 of the youth, and supervisors of,

414 of the youth. The preliminary analyses reported at this time included

;,,only youth and snpervisors in the latter group.

Instrumentation

Separate questionnaires were prepared for each of the respondent' groups.

Each questionnaire consisted of two parts in order to obtain data on the

independent and dependent variables. The questions on the independent vari-

ables were group sfecific. For youth we were interested in educational and

work histories, current workgite characteristics, and family background. For

worksite supervisors we were interested ih'firm and job characteristics and

personal characteristics of the supervisors. For teacher/trainers we were

interested in-their roles, functions, and personal characteristics as well as

nature of in-school learning activities. Demographic characteristics were

also included on all questionnaires. The other part of the questionnaire

concerned hiring and disciplinary standards.

Hiring Standards

The first dependent measure concerns employer standards associated with

job-getting attributes The concept of this measure is to present a-set of _

behavioral referents afOut which respondents can express an evaluative opinion

on the extent tO which each item will influence an employer's hiring decision.

A Likert-type scale was developed to permit respondents to express degrees of

positive or negative influence that the behavioral referents will have on the

hiring decision. The purpose of this scale is to place-individupls or.groups

somewhere on a continuum regarding perceptions of the standard in question.

Appendix B displayg'the part of the instrument used to collect data from

youth on their opinions of the positive or negative influence of selected

behaviors on employer hiring decisions. Exactly the'sgme behavOrial refer-

ents and rating scale were used on the trainers.' and employment supervisors'

instruments. However, the introductOry stem was changed for those respondent

groups. For supervisors the stem was,, "As a supervfsor, how would you be

influenced to hire someone for this job who. . . ." For trainers the stem

was, "In the_labor market your program participants are likely to enter, how

would employers.be influenced to hire someone who. . . ." Directions were

made specific to the respondent group.' In all cases this part Of the

instrument wat self-administered.

" 15
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On-the-Job Disciplinary Standards

The second dependent measure concerns perceptions oron-the-job discipli-

nary standards. The concept of this measure, which is similar to the previous

one, is to present a set of behavioral referent's about which respondents can

express an evaluative opinion on the extent to which each item represents a

disciplinary problem that could cause employees to ,lose their jobs. A Likert-

type sCale was developed to permit respondents to express.,degrees of serious-

ness qf the problem in terms.of the effect it would have on a supervisor's

disciplinary actions, ranging from ignoring the behavior to firing a job

fncumbent immediately. The purpose of this scale is to place individuals
somewhere ona continuum regardiaf bpinions_on the standard in question.

Appendix B also displays the part of.the instrument used to collect data

from youth on their opinions of the relative seriousness of t4n.Selected

problem behaviors in regard to-dieCiplinary stafidards of supefvisors. Exactly

the same behavioral referents and rating scales were used on the trainers' and

supervisore insg'Zuments.-4. However, theintroductory stem was changed for

those respondent poup's. For supervisors.the stem Was,. "As a supervisor, what

pwill'you do the first time the emplsyee.,. ." For traineis the .stem was,

"In labor markets similar to those your program particiPants are likely to

enter, what*Would the superNiisor do the first time an employee. . , ."

Directions were made specific to the respondent groups. This.part of the

instrument was also self-administered. '

SUMMARY-AND INTERPRETATION
OF THE FINDINGS

The principal focus of the research question was on how youtWe

perceptions of employer hiring and disciplinary standards relate to the

actual standards used by employers. Specifically, we were interested in

(1) the determinants of differences between youth's perceptions and "Oeir

worksite supervisors' reports of those standards and (2) changesiin youth's

perceptions as a result of participating in vocational programs while working.

The sample.drawn for the analysis consisted of youth in three program areas:

(1) cooperative distributive and office education' (co-op) with paid work

experience, (2) experience-based career education (ERCE) with one day a week'

of nonpaid exploratory experiences at worksites, add (3) shipbuilding

apprenticeships wich paid classroom and work experiences. A fourth group of

secondary school youth who got jobs on their own but were not in programs

.(nonprogram) were included for comparison with the co-op and EBCE studenfs.

The differences between youth's perceptiong and supervisors' reports of

the standards were examined according to characteristics 'of the employment

firms, youth jobs, vocational programs,.and personal characteristics of the

youth themselves (e.g.", demograpfiies, prior work experience, and educational

preparation). We interpreted the determinants of differences and changes in

perceptions using a work socialization igtadigm. Beiefly, this paradigm

consists of three socialization processes. The first is anticipatory sociali7

zation through which youth formed their earliest perceptions of the standards

prior to becoming employed (iip this case, the treatment period). The second

9



pLocess takes place at entry into the wohplace in which youth envunter the
standards. Our pretest date tap perceptions o employer standards during
the encounter phase.' The third prooess involves change in the perceptions
in response to participation at the work settlngs." Our posttest data reflect
changes in perceptions approximately eight months after worksite entry.

,

Preprogram Perceptions
I g

The most consistent and pervasive relationship observed wet between
preprogram perceptions of hiring and disciplinary standards and postprogiam

perceptions. For all groups, including nonpiOgram youth, the relationship was
significant and positive. Similarly, the magnitude of differences between.
youth's perceptions and supervisors' reports of the standards at the beginning
of the treatment was positively related to the magnitude of differences after
approximately eight months. These relationships are evident not dnly in that
youthq early perceptions dre likely to be reinforced during the treatment
period ,but also in that the greatest differences in perceptions 'of the stan 4

are likely to remain. This suggests that the socializatron that took
prior to entering the programs and work settings generally has a greater

effect on the perdeptions of thestandards than the .spcialization th;t took&
place during the treatment geriod. Further, they suggest that perceptions
formed during anticipatory socialization are rather durable and are either

confirmed or reinforced during-the trediment period.

No othei variable was uniformly relatedwto both hfring and disciplinary

standards and to all groups in the sample. The implication here is that

special attention must be given to particular characteristics ofvarious
subgroups of youth and that interventiods to alter yodth's perceptions mbst
take into consideration individuarcharacteristics if they are to be

successful. An examination of the findings provides clues as to how the
various personal, program, job, and firm characteristics related to the

youth's perceptions.
7.

Personal Characteristics

Of the demographic variables used in the analysis, only age seemed to
be uniformly related aeross the sample to perceptions of hiring standards.
hanges from pre to postmeasures of perceptions of hiring standards revealed
that the older the youth the less importance they attributed to the standards

over time. According to our theoserical perspective, this may befless a

' matter of devtluing the standards than it is a matter of reporting the
realities of their employment situations. As expected, differences between
youth's and supervisors' perceptions of hiring standards narrowed for older

youth within each program group.

Family income was also related to perceptions of hiring atandards, beit

only for apprentices. The higher their reported family income, the greater
the differences between their perceptions and those of their supervisors.

This fin rig, although relevant to o y the apprentices, is important.

1 0
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AppreAtices, as pointed out in the theoretical perspectige, lice the most
I.

Aikely in our sample to be expected to commit themselves deeplyto emgoyer

standards. Apparentfy, coming froth families with higher incomes

some latitude of self-expression in perceptions of hiring standard or, at

least, no sense of urgency to.adopt the supervisors' views. '

...

Similar relationships regarding age and family income were not noted for

perceptions of disciplinvy standards. However, differencea between youth's

perceptions and supervisors' reports of disciplinary standards for,the

nonprogram group ;gate greater for females than males., This rel ionship was,not noted for femalea in the programs, suggesting a potentiall beneficial

outcome of work socialization through prograps for femaled. Other demographic

variables, notably race/ethnicity, do not,at this time seem to be related to,

either youth's perceptions or supervisots' reports, a the standards.

The relationship of academic subjects (e.g., math, English, science)
. ,

is of particular interest. Taking more courses in these subject areas was

signifAeantly and positively related to youth's perceiving the hiring'

standards to be orgreater iMportance. However,-the more academic courses

taken by co-op students'(i.e., students in cooperatiVe distrib9tive and office

education), the more likely they were to be at odds wl.th their-supervisors in

regard to perceptions of hiring standards. The strong relationship of basic

academic courses to perceptioné of hiring standards suggests that learning

from these cdhrses may be influencing the formation of perceptions and perhaps

other *Mal constructs associated witth employability--an unintended .arld not'

necessarily undesirable outcome. No such relationships 'were noted between

taking academic subjects and perceptions of disciplinary standards. This may

be indicative of a shift in empdasis between knowing whatiis expected to get a

job and actually experiencing on-the-job standards, in which experiential

knowledge is a more salient factor in shapihg perceptions of disciplinary,

' standards.

#Work experience prior to the treatment period was also related to percep-

tions of hiring standard8. For co-op students, working longer hours per week

seemed to be associated with smaller differences in perceptions between them

and their supervisors on hiring.standards. This relationship also held

true for EBCE students (note dal' only model 1 of EBCE was included in the

analysis), but having been paid higher wages in previous jobs was related

to,greafer disparity in perc4ption between youth and supervisors.

The amoutit of whrk experience prior to the treatment period, an

experiential factor,.wavsignificantly.related to difference4 between youth's

perceptions.and'superviSors' reports of disciplinary standards. Youth in

co-op and EBCE who had the most previpus work experience evidenced less

disparity at pretest and posttest between their perceptions and supervisors'

reports of those standards. This suggests a'cumulative effect of work

socialization processes in which percelitions of a current experience(become a

reality test for perceptions formed by prior experiences. This, again, is

consistent with the theoretical perspective.
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The only other personal:characteristic for which we found significant

relationship was the youth's reservation wage (i.e., the minimum acceptable

wage for future jobs). Youth who reported.lower reservation wages on ihe

pretest Xended Eo view disciplinary standards as less stringent than did youth

with higher reservation wages. 'nig' is consistent with the proposed theoreti-

cal construct in that youth with higher reservation wages ma)rbe more motivat-

ed or predisposed to be concerned about the consequences of their on7the-job

behaviofs as a means of achieving that eniloyment outcome.

The perceptions of botil co-op students and apprentices with higher

reservation wages were also less aifferent from their supervisolis/ repcirtiii

, of disciplinary standards. An important obserliation here is that, although

appreAtices have higher reservation wages than other groups, the range of

reservation wages.was smaaler. This suggests that, although mOnetary goals

pay still incline apprentices to align themselves with supervisors' discip-

linary standards, they are more realistic in setting those goals, since post-

prograt wages for apprepiices are generally well known and fixed in this

. program.
)

Program Characterlstics

Only two findings conCerning workaite entry Ware evident. Participation

in EBCE, as compared to not.being in any.program, was'positively related to

supervisors' reports of hiring standards. Several characteristics of that

program may explain that relationship. EBCE participants rotate from one

rêsodrce person (i.e., suRervisor) to another many,rimee over the year and

they are not paid. The'emphasis is on studying'And learn/6g about jobs oni

day a week rathgr than on taking on,a'worker ,role. This suggests that gBCE

students are learning and aicepting what employeri expect as.they make hiring

decisions. Stipervisori and program staff 'provide consultation on many matters

t related ta work.. This type of reflection seems to.be an effective socializa-

* tion tool,in that it enlightens EBCE youth to the 'standards without the'need

for actual work exPerience.

The second findfng concerns time spent filling'out forns and becoming

oriented to company rules and practices. Spending more time doing this

lessened differences between co-op 'students' perceptions of hiring standards's&

and supervisors' reports of those standards. This worksite activity appar-

ently reinforces releted in-clasS instruction received hy those students. A

confirmation process such as this may be instrumental in re ucing discrepan-

cies in perceptions. It also' may have the effect of overco forming--an out-

come we want to take note of in our follow-up phase.

As specified in our theoretical base', the duration of experiences at

the,worksite is likely to afEect perceptions of employer,standards. This

relationship was evident,;and it was significant and positive for all groups.

Also, the more months youth spent at the wOrksite, the more likely they were

to view hiring standards as important. However, n?) such relationship was

evident for the number-of hours per week at the worksitg. Given the

differences in programs (i.e., minimal exposure per week for EBCE and maximal

I
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for apprenticeship), sustained exposure over'time seemed to be more likely to

ensure youth's learning their employers',staddar4ds than the intensity of those

experiences. This finding would favor EBCE as an efficient option for social=

izing youth to hiring standards without the need for extensive workplace

expoSure. .
"

Firm and Job Characteristics .

It is interesting to notethat firm and job characteristics (at least

those used on our instruments) were not related to changes in perceptions of

the hiring standards. This,iwas not what was at first expected. Th/s suggests

to us, then, that tuational factors may be less importani than ersonal and

program chAracteri ics. However, an important job characteri ic, main job

duties, was not a art of the current analysivbecause of the time required to

code that variabre We do expect that the'apparent routine an low-level

nature of job tasks will be related to differences in perceptions of hiring.

.standards. --.

The.only firm and job characteristics included in our analysis,that were
significantly related to differences between youth's perceptions and super- -

visors' reports of disciplinary standards were size of firm, cost a( eqpipment .

used by the youth, and wages. For, youth not in programs, being ill a larger

firm was related to smaller differences between their porceptions and superv_

visots' reports at posttest. For apprentices, workidg 9n more.costly equip-

ment was similarly related tO-iiitaller differences. 'Both findings syggest the
.(

.
,

....apparent seriouspess of disciplinary consequenCes id firms where unacceptable
t .

on-the7,0ob-behavior may result In ajoss in productivity Or. pro(its.

, .
.

Interestingly.enough, receilit ofhigher 'wages received dur the
.

-treatment period for all groups was related to youth(s tating disciplinary. t`
4

standards aS less stringent. This may be due to the fact that greater :.t

.
autonomy Ag usually associated with fiigher pay and that lower paYing jobs

/

usually involve clbser supervision. 'Nis feature will bear closer inspection IR
in future analyses, given the generally low wages a youth's jobs:

Differences between youth's perceptionaand,bupekvisors' reports of

disciplinary standards were smaller for youth who stayed longer bn the job. \
The mumber of hours'worked per 'wek did'not seem to bd%related. This suggeats

,
that the length of exposure to the standards is of greater itportance than the

intensity 'of thoilm experiences. Since the findinCon duration applies to all 1

pfogrem groups, reducing the gap between youth's perceptions'and those of
supervisors can be achieved just as effectively.by the minimal and multiple

exposures.provided by EBCE as by the more intensive exposure afforded co-op

students and aPprentices.

Employer,Standards

Analysis of the,specific items related to hiring and disciplinary
standards revealed that the youth in this sample had accurate perceptions of
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.
many of the standards as reported by their supervisors. However, there were

significant diTferences (<0(11) in the sample 't large between youth and their
supervisors on a number .or the items, and these differences remained even

after. the work experience period. 'While the difkerences were significant,

they were not,large. That is, if the supervisorsrated an item as highly
important, for example, the youth also tended to rate it that way. Therefore,

the discrepancies between the two groups were not greatly disparate. What is

interesting to note is the Tettern of change in the youth's perceptions. The

data are displayed in iables I and 2.

Hiring Standards

.

Youth's perceptions were generally in lireement wip13 superAltsors' reports

on.thirteen of the twenty-seven hiring standards. This agreement was evident'

at pretest, and there were no significant changes observed after.the treatment

. period. Both respondent groups attributed mo4rate importance to these
agreed-upon items for hiring decisions., Howe-der:the items cor which there

were significant aifferences occurred more often At the extremes of the

importance continuum.

Youth perceird seven hiiing standards as less important than their

. supervisors' reports of those'standards. On two items highly,rated by super-

c>visors, "giving false information on the applications" and "not-being able

,40to read( youth's pgIceptionskbecame more like ,the supervisors' feports.

Similarly, an item Of doierate iiportadbe to yopth4 'being confliged by simple

- " questions at an.interiew," shgwed a decreaae in fEe discrepancy at posttest.
HoWever; a different patnrn was observed on four items that supervisors

valued more highly than youth. On a highly rated item, "baving"been convicted

of a maljuana possession," youth attributed eMewless importance to that

standard it posttest, viewing it as only moderately important. Two items

of moderate importance, "not having completed high school" and "having teen

absent often at school," and an item of low importance, "having been 15%

less productive on the last job," showed a simtlar Pattern. The increased

devaluing of these standards, espec1a4y the more highly rated ones, could

cause youth with such perceptions difficulty in obtaining jobs where the

standard in question is of critical importance in the hiring decision.

> The hiring standards that youth perceived as more important than their

supervisors tended to cluster'in the lower rated categories. Although it

is uncertain whether attributini more importance to a standard could cause

problems in obtaining-employm nt, it may be that youth could be valuing these

1ess important standards at he expense of the standards that employers value

more highly. The four items youth rated significantly as higher than their

supervisors at both pre- and posttest were as follows:

Having taken vocational education courses
Asking for $.25 an hour more than the job pays

Never having worked before 14.

Having only done odd jobs at previous work experience

14 9
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TABLE 1

HIRTNG STANDARDS

Rank

Time 1
Employer Atu/Employr

Item Description Mean Difference

,Time2
Stu/Employr
Difference

f

1 Gave false information on appli. 6.49 -.29**
2 at interview' 6.30 , .03,;Looked'clean/neat

3,7-- Couldn't read a newspaper 6.19. -.47** -.40**'

4 Convicted marijuana possesgion 6.04 -.43** -.65**

5 Job application-neat/correct 5.88 .26** .15**

6 Asked.many questions ht interView 5.82' -.12 -.04

7 Job resume with application . 5.77 .14

8 Had not completed high school 5.77 -.42**

9 Called employer afteeinterview 5.74 .10 .16

10 si Got A's and E'q in Math courses 5.72 _ -.23* -.22*

.11 Absent 12 times lasf year from work 3.62 / -.26*'

tryinR-15%.less,product-last job 5.60 . -.19*
13 Previous employer would rehire -.27*

14 Training but no experience 5.39 -.04 02

15 Confused by simple question 5.39 -:34** --.25**
16 Late for interview appointment 5.33 -.05 -.00

17 Had 3 jobs in last 6 months 5.30 A .04 -.11

18 Had taken voc ed in high school 5.18 .25**

19 Understood beginner does boring work 5.06 -.13

20 Used poor grammar when speaking 5.00 .00 .01

21 Absent 12 times last school year 4.97 T.35**

21 Tries-15% less productlast job 4.57 -AS** ='.42**

23 Late 3 timei-last year from work 4.54 -.20*

24 Just completed a CETA job (4.49. .15* -.18*

25 Asked for 25c more than job pays , 4.22 .73**

26 Had never worked before 4.19 .23*

27 Only jobs-lawnmowing, babysitting, 3.89 .33**

*

**
=

=

< 0.05
7 0.001



TABLE 2

DISCIPLINARY STANDARbS

Employer

Rank Item Description" Mean

Time 1

Stu/Employr
Difference

Time 2 .

Stu/Employr
Difference

1 ShoW up for work drunkor,stoned 5.14 -.36**

2 More hours recorded than workea #,88 -.15** 79**

3 Refilses to do a job "beneath dig.4 433 r.31*

4 DoeSn't try is 15% less( productive 3.72 4-.11 .12

5 Doesn't call in when sick 3.64 .01 -.05

6 Causes $100 of dainage to equipment 3.43 - .29** .14*

7 Is 20 minutes late-no good excuse 3.30 .25** .14*

8 Extraihour break time-work finished 3.25-

9 Can't read written.directions- 3.24 .09 .00

10 Spends 15 minutes on phone calls 3.21 .21* 4-1 .08

11 Misses 2 days work first month 3.15 -.08 -:16*

12 Gets into argument with coworkers 3.03 .14* .07'

13 Needs twice as much supervision 2.97 %11

14 Acts angry/sulks when criticized 2.95 -.Id

15 Finishes work'but asks for no new w' 2.94 -.05

16 Makes many mistakes adding, 2.84 .17* -.20**

17 Speaks poorly coworkers can't under. 2.81 -.14* - -.15*

18 Doesn't write phone messages well 2.70 -.11 -.03'

19 Gripe's about working conditions 2.70

20 Tries but 15% less productive 2.63

21- Wears flashy/sexy'clothes 2.57 -.18*

22 Takes twice as long to learn job 2.57 -.11 -.26**
,

23 Comes to work dirty and sloppy 2.53 -.07 -.04

24 Makes mistakes in spelling, -grammar., 2.50 -.10

25 Seemg'not to be trying naAess prod. 2.49

* = < 0.05
** = 0.001
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All of these,items were standards rated eighteenth or lower in importance by
supervisors. The youth's ratings of these items remained about the same or
tended to become more similar to the supervisors' ratings at posttest. The

item that stands,out in Alils cluster is "asking for $.25 an hour more thad the

job pays." This`item revealed the greatest discrepancy between youth and
supervisors on either scale. Perhaps this suggests that youth are
overreacting to a rather "adult" notioh that asking for more than the job pays
could jeopardize their chances for getting jobs.

The three items rated by supervisors as being relatively important to
them evoke an interesting pattern. At pretest youth were aligned with

supervisors on two items. However, at posttest youth's tatings were'
significantly higher on these items, suggesting that experience at the -

workplace had communicated that these standards are important. It appears,

then, that youth are even more likely to "be clean and neat at the interview,"
"and attach resumes to job applications."

Disciplinary Standards

As in the case of hiring standar s youth were in agreement with their

supervisors on about half of the ite s n this category. However, for the

thirteen items on which their percept ons were significantly different, a
clear,but disturbing pattern emerged. Youth perceived eight of these items to

be less serious than did supervisors at pretest, and even less so at posttest.
Their perceptions on two other items were more like the supervisors' at post
test, but significani differences still remained. The ten items for which

significant undervaluing of the standards remained at poktest were as

follows:

Showing up drunk or stoned
Recording more hours on time sheet than actually worked'
Refusing to do undesirable work tasks
Taking an extra hour of break time k

Finishing work but not asking for more
Making many mistakes in computation
Griping about working conditions
Being 15 percent less productive but trying
Taking twide as long to learn a job
Not seeming to try but no less productive

dn only three of the discrepant items did youth's perceptions become

more in line with supervisors' ratings. These were "wearing flashy or sexy
clothing," "causing $100 damage to equipment," and "being twenty minutes late

without a good excuse." However, youth perceived the latter two as more

important than did their supervisors at pretest.

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A central purpose of this study was to galo insights for education
and training programs so they can increase the employability, of the-youth

17
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they serve.' One way to do,this is to focus on the seventeen hiring and
disciplinary standards that youth consistently undervalued.' These items
can be classified into three categories of, concern to educators and trainers:

(1) basic academic skills4 (2) work attitudes and peisonal characteristics,

and (3) productivity. Table 3 displays our categorization of tee items.

,

Taken as a group, the items on basic,academic skills reflect the
employers' concern with youth being competent in applyipg fundamental school

'learning in a work setting. From this we infer that the transferability 'of

school learning'to learning on the job is essential for success in the

workplace. This is what employers have been saying for some time and is

generally well known. HoweVer, closer scrutiny of the items in this category
seems to suggest that misperceptions of the impeitance of basic skills may
actually be more critical in hiring decisions thanson the job itself. This

further suggests that employers are now likely to screen out youth who cannot
demonstrate that they have competence in these areas at the point ot hiring.
Therefore, in addition to stressing the importance of acquiring basic skills,
educators must provide practice in application beyond traditional classroom

,exercises. Youth seem to understand the relative importance of other items
on basic skills, such as "being able to speak clearly," and'"write compre-

hensible messages" and "getqng good grades-in math." However, they do not

seem to make the cannectionIetween real-life performance indicators (which

some might call functional literacy) and their importance to jobs. Schools

can help them do this by making such inslghts explicit and developing ability

and facility in relating basic skills to work activities. This help should be

provided not only by the teaching staff but also the counseling staff, fiance
,they are in a position to help youth link schooling to the workplace.

Almost half of the misperceived standards are related to work attitudes

and personal characteristics. The implications here are strongest for

vocational guidance. By not recognizing the severity of problems represented

by the items in this category, youth could be severely limiting thbir r-
employability. Again this seems to be a matter of helping youth see
connections between their attitudes and related behaviors and employment

outcomes. The fa6t that youth tend to attribute even less importance to these
standards after vocational programs and work ev-eriences underscores this

dilemma. Further, it points out that occupational knowledge and work
experience alone, although necessary, are insufcicient for.gtasping the

imporeance of theltwndards. Youth need opportunities expressly designea to

relate what is taught in classrooms to their work experiences. Thit can be

done by increasing educators' awarenIss of the relative importance of employer-
standards and by providing planned,aetivities for reflection and integration

of knowledge and experience. It should not be surpriaing to anyone that

employers consider these items important. What is surprising is that youth

continueto misperceive that importance.

The final category concerns productivity. Since it is well known that

employers decry the poor productivity of youth, it is important for educators

and trainers.to give special attention to this problem. And this must go

beyond such platitudes as "giving the employer a day's work for .s day's pay"!

Instilling habits of industry in youth is by no means a new topic, but what

18
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TABLE 3 '

.

STANDARDS UNDERVALUED BY YOUTH
BY CONTENT AREAS

CONTENT AREA HIRING STANDARDS 4 DISCIPLINARY STANDARDS

-Basic Academi,c Skills (+) Not being'able.to read
a newspaper

'(+) Being confused by simple.
questions in the interview

(+) Not havin com leted'hi h school

) Making many mistakes in

coMputation

( ) Taking twice as longto learn
! a job

Worls Attitudes and

Personal

Characteristics

(-0 Providing false information,
on lob application

(+) Having been convicted for
marijuana possession

( ) Having been absent 12 times
during last school year

I

Productivity

'

(+) Recording more hours in time

sheets than actual: y worked

ShoWing up for work drunk or,4

stoned
2

( ) Not seeming to try but no

less productive

(+) Refusing-to do undesirable
work tasks'

Griping aboutworking cohditions( )

( Y Having been 15% less productive ( ) Being 157. less productiNe bUt

on last. job trying,

(f) Finishing work but not asking

for more -

(+) Taking an extra hour of break

time

(+) Higher concern for employer

( ) Lower concern for employer



measures do schools explicitly employ to accomplish this goal? A dual effort
to remedy this situation appears to be needed. First, specific teaching
and learning activities neea to be developed to teach youth how to be more

productive. This .type of Troductivity Craining--and.that is what youth dhould
recognize it as--could easily be integrated into many areas of the curriculum.
The specific intent of this training should be to help youth obtain ptimum
results from efficient use of their time. There is probably not a teacher
alive who does not encourage students tc) make good use of their time. The

problem for Wuth is not merely Eo recognize that they need to make good use
of tiwe bUt how to go about doing it. audents properly guided in time man-
agement activities, for example, could learn many strategies for improving the
qunntity and quality of their achievements.

.The second strategy,schools could consider to improve youth's produc-
.

tivity is more problematic because it concerns attitudes that schools may be
teaching fndirectly. What do students learn about productivity wben they

receive A's for mediocre work? Or when they can skiP classes because they
believe they are not missing anything important. Or when they are passed from
grade to grade without even_meeting_mip4um competency levels/- -Obviously, tne
attack pn,such pervasive problems will require a united front on the part of
the entire,school and the comtunity at large--an effort that will require
considerable.administrative leadership and commitment from the staff.

14EXT STEPS

The findings tp date lead us to the tentative conclusion that':youth's
perceptions of hiring and disciplinary standards are a critical factor in

youth employability. However, the very preliminary.nature of the analysig and
deficiencies in the data preclude any fird conclusions in that regard. The

'tindings resulfing from the initial set4pf models have generated auumber of
potheses regarding the role of.perceptions in Work socialization& Therie

specific hypotheses will be tested in Subsequent analyses.

The-relationship of perceptions to employment outcomes has not been

explored at this time. Outcome data to be collected,in the next phase (fiscal

year 1983) will permit suchpanalyses. We also are exploring the possibaity,
of collecting additional clata from employers of.youth in the sample in order
to remave some of the limitations imposed by t e ex,isting data set.

In addition to collecting employment outc te data; two new-related

,studies are being planned. The purpose of this research is to provide greater
insight into employability development patterns by enriching existing quanti-
tat'ive data sets with ethnographic analyses of employed and nonemployed youth.
The multiple'research methodologies utilized in this study over a two-year

period will afford a unique persPcfive on the work socialization 'processes

and patterns of youth. By.simultaneously investigating employed and non-
employed youth over time, we plan to discover salient factors in the limes
of these youth (especially schooling and work enperience) 'that lead to
Successful, self-sustaining employment or,to chronic nonemployment among

'\1
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youth. 'The particular emphasis of this in4estigation is on policies and
practices that will help schools becoma more effective in preparing youth for
work and in reversing the accrual of negative deficits experienced by so many
disadvantaged youth.
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PROGRAM PROFILE.

PROGRAM: Apprentice School

TYPE: Shipbuilding apprenticeship

LOCATION! Southeast

DESCRIPTION: The Apprentice School is an operating.department of a major

.
shipbuilding company and is fully supportOd by the company

itself. All apprenticeships offered equal or surpass state
.and federal standards for apprentice certificates and are
registered with the state Apprenticeship Council and the U.S.
Departmtnt of Labor's Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.
The Apprentice School is accredited by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools, Commission on Occupational Education

Institutions. To be considered for admission in applicant must
have a high school education with at least four units in any

combination of the followin g:. physics, chemistry, drawing, shop,

algebra ? geometry, and advanced mathematics; must be physically
able to perform the duties requirediin the designated trade;

must have a good reputation in the'community (and the company

must be able to obtain the proper security clearance); and must be

at least age eighteen but not older than-qtge twaniy-four at the..

commencement of the apprenticeihip. Training-is given'inJthe

following crafts: electrician,=forger and heat treater, heavy
metal fabricator, insulation wor-ier, joiner, machinist, mill-
wright, molder, mold loftsworker, outside madhinist, painter-
decorator, Tatternmaker, pipefitter, rigger, sheet metal worker,

shipfitter, and welder. Training is in two categories; voca-

tional and academic. Vocational training consists of instruction

and practiCe on a full range of essential trade tasks in 4 planned

job rotation. Academic instruction provides support to shop

training as well as the basic .general subject material for
potential retraining in new,fields, Instructors are qualified

cra4sworkers, educators, and engineers. During,a four-year'

apprenticeship an apprentice can expect to earn in excess of

$63,600. Apprentices are.paid for all work, including time spent

in class. The reelar work week is forty hours. There is no

tuipion charge for the program.

PURPOSE: The school's function is to contribute to the profitability and

growal of'the company by recruiting, training, and diveloping
young men and women.for careers in shipbuilding. The school

seeks td provide the company with a continuous supply of join.-

neypersons who posSess lot'only skills,' knowledge, and prid6 o

workmanship but also,the educational foundation and personal
qualities that they will require to meet fully the challenges

off,a shipbuilding career,



TROGRAM:

TYPE:

LOCATION:

DESCRIPTION:

-

PURPOSE:

PROGRAM PROFILE

Comprehensive Employment ana Training Act (CETA):
Youth Employment and Training Program

School-based, CETA-funded employment and training

Middle Atlantic states, urban center

This alternative education program is for youth who have
dropped out of school or are potential dropouts. The program is

cosponsored by the mayor's Office of Manpower Resources (the
contradtor) and the city puOlic schools (the subcontractor).
The primary responsibility.for administration and operations
belongs to.the city public schools. Although the success of the
prograp,pltimatay rests with the city public schools, because of
the uaiqUe mixture of educational and employment features of the
program, the Mayor's Office bf Manpower Resources (MOMR) works
closely wi41 the city public schools, especially in the planning
and employment areas.

To be in this vocational program the participant must be reading
at least at the sixth grade level as measured by the California
Achievement Test. Clients are grouped in academic tracts. These

academic tracts are remediation (those focusing.od functional
proficiencies), academic (those-enrolled in a one-Tear credit
diploma tract), and GED, which is also a maximUM of one year in

duration. Remediation clients who succeed in improving theil
reading skill levels-to the eighth grade reading level within a
two-trimester period may transfer to the QED.tract, in which they

would be allowed to participate for an aaditional three trimes-

ters. Work experience is provided in public,and private non-

profit settings. These settings are catagorized irk two ways.'
"Scattered sites" are worksites ia which the host agency provides
direct supervision of the work experience activity. "Projects"

are sites in which MOMR proyides supervisory staff to instruct and

supervise the youth in their work experience. The youth alternate
back and forth between the-classroom and the workplace every two
weeks throughOut the course of the school year, with the expecta-
tion that the youth-will obtain a high school diploma or a, high

school equivalency. Youth are then moved to a postsecondary
school, to a training program such as in licensed praciical
nursing, or into unsubsidized employment. By having already had.,

the experience of working in a particular local hospital or
medical institution, perhaps for as long as two years, the chances '

are quite good that the youth will be picked up by that institu-

tion for permanent, unsubsidized employmenti.

The prqgram offers assistance to those in need of employability
services and most ablie to benefit from them. It assists clients

in developing skills necessary for self-reliance, particularly

26
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'in relation to job search. It encourages employers to emphasiZe
what...the-participants can become as-a-result-of-services:and
training offered and to deemphasize the past experiences of the
participants. The eduqational goals for the Par'ti4pants are to
obtain a high school diploma, to pass the GED examination, or
to improve their functional reading'level, depending upon their
designuted curriculum. The placemenego!! is that all completers

will obtain an unsubsidized placement or .ther positive termina
.tion (such as 0.gh school diplomas GED,,return to school, transfer
to otherr ograms), or will meet grade level improvement through

reinediatjon.

-4
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PROGRAM:

TYPE:

LOCATION:

PROGRAM PROFILE

Cooperative Office Education

Cooperative vocational education

*Middle West, urban center, public high schools

DESCRIPTION: The one-year Cooperative Office Utica ion (COE) program-provides
students with an excellent opportunit to gain valuable supervised
experience through cooperation between the schools and business..

COE students frequently remain with the cooperating Company after

)..
graduation, or students may coritinue advanced training at a
four-year university or a. two-year technical college. Students

c......

I spend ninety minutes daily in the COE classroom-laboratory.
Students may elect an9ther course in business education. Most

.4

trainees attend school one-half day and work at a job station for

the remainder-of the day. Students receive a rotal of three and

one half credits' for the COE program. Students must-have an

inte est in pursuing an office career and thermust_have developed

a skill acceptabie for employment before entering gra-de-twelve.
Youth clubs are in integral part of the curriculum. They provide

an opportunity to deal with leadership development, social under-

itanding (human relatiogp), and civic-responsibillties. Through

membership in the Office Education Association, students are able
to participate in local, regional, state, and national compbtitive

,

.events and conventiond. ..

.4

NO

PURPOSE: The proeam is planned for students who have developed their
skills to a level that is acceptable for employment in a business
office at the beginning of grade twelve. The purpose of this

program is to provide an opportunity for on-the-job experience

during the senior year.



PROGRAM:

TYPE:

)LOCATION:

DESCRIPTION:

PURPOSE:

PROGRAM PROFILE

Distributive Educati%h

Cooperative vocational education
,

Middle West; urban center, public high sehools

Students enrolled in this one-year Diitributive Education (DE)
program particiPlate in on-the-job training.at area retailers,
wholesalers, and service-selling Susinesses. Upon graduation,

students have the opportunity to seek full-time employment
.in a distributive occupation or may arose to continue their
education at a technical or college level in businesè administra-
tion, marketing, or related fields. Specific job opportunlOes
exist in the following areas: retail and wholesale buying,
insurance, receiving and shipping, sales, diiiplay, advertising,

and other levels of management and marketing. DE consists of

A ninety minutes of related classroom stUdy in marketing and

distribution and two periods of required-courses. Students are

dismissed early in the day to repOrt to their training stations

for on-the-job training. Some high schools offer one period of
classroom stay in marketing and distribution in the junior year.
Students earn three and one-half credits for the DE program upon

completion of their senior year. Some of the topics coVered

are: sales, advertising, human relations, consumerism, economics,
communications, marketing, free enterprise, credit, Management,
mathematics, and merchandising'. Students should be business

oriented; have an excellent attendance record, and be willing to-

be employed while learning. An integral part of the DE program

is the DistribUtive Education Clubs of_ America (DECA), which is

a local, state, and national organization AVP DE still:lents., DECA

is a cocurricular activity aimed at developing leaderghlip, -

professional attitudes, better citizeng*Sip characteristics, and

gocial growth of the individual., .

The program is designed for tudents onsidving a career,in
retailing, wholesaling, add serviée-sellins husinesses. The,

primary objective of the'program is Ult prePare-youth for fuil-'

time employment in the distributive occupationsselling,
'marketing, merchandising, and other occupations concerned with
the flow of goods fro m. the.producer to the,consumer.

29
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PROGRAM:

TYPE:

LOCATION:

DESCRIPTION:

4.

PURPOSE:

PROGRAM PROFILE

Experience-based Career Education: Model 1

Community=based career.exploration

A
Northeast, uiban center, alternative high school program

withIn a comprehensive high school

This experiencd-based career education (EBCE) program is' Open to

all students of an urban high school in grades nine through

twelve. Of 4,000 students, approximately 250 participate in this

program. The program was developed in cooperation with Research
for Better Schools; the local school district; the chamber Of com-
merce; and oyer 100 individuals representing community agencies,

businesses, and labor unions. The program is organized around

three instructional components:. academic courses, career guid-

ance, and career development. In combination with courses offered

by the comprehensive high school, the program offers ,a curriculum

that is responsive to the academic, personal, and vocational needs

of students. The academic resource center is an individualized

instructional system. The center focuses primarily on English and

mathematics, providing multipurpose work space for students to

use as they develop skills suited to career goals and ability

levels. -The guidance component assists students in making the

transition from traditional classes to the program'and from tht"-

classroom to,the community. The career development component
provides students with realistic settings in which to learn about

people and their work, to supplement in-school knowledge and
skills, to obtain some experiences in career opportUnities, and to

test interests in different fields. This component consists of

exploration and specialization one day a week in the community.

Exploration is a career Ipareness activity in which group instruc-

tion is combined with individual learning projetts conducted in

the community. Specialization provides students opportunities for
in-depth study of a work interest area by means of student-

negotiated projects. "LxperienCe-based" is not synonymous with

"on-t e-job training." Instead of learning about one job ,on one

sitf, students rotate among as many as fifteen sites to learn

abob as many career possibilities as'they can. While learning

by doing, students learn how theory is applied in real life by

studying traditional subject matter in new ways. Students are not

paid far workplace experiences.

EBCE is designed to'help youth know themselves better by refining

their interests, abilities, and values in order to delielop

realistic and obtainable career and life goals; learn that basic

skills in communications and mathematics are essential and

relevant for accomplishing their career and personal goals; gain

a broad understanding of the world of work--its relevancies,
rewards, and shortcomings--by learning what they can expeCt from

. 1
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it and what it will require of them; build decisionMaking skills

needed to put what they havi learned together with what they want
to be; and discover that thé-iaat world is not simply an

"establishment" but is.iide up of many.different people with their

own goals, valuei, and personal Characteristics.

A



A ATTRIBUTES NEEDED TO GET A JOB

BASED ON THE KINDS OF JOBS YOU MIGHT
APPLY FOR, HOW WOULD EMPLOYERS BE IN4r4.UENCEL.
TO HIRE SOMEONE WHO.. e- ,
t Looked clean and neat at the interview? .3,

2. Give false information on job application ,

3. -Asked 'many questions about the job or tt comparo,. during +3
the interview?

4. Understood that a beginner sometime does boring and low- +3
level work tasks?

5. Couldn't read a newspaper? +3

6. Got confused, when asked a simple question? -3.

7. Used,poor grammar when speaking? +3

I. Filled out a job application in'a neat and correct mariner? -.3

9. Called employer after interview to show interest in getvi j 6 .1

the job?

10. Was late for interview appointment?

11. Attached a complete job resume to application? -3

12. Asked for 25 cents an hour more than the lub normally +3

pays?

13. Got A's'arid,B's in all math courses? -3

14. Had not completed high schooi? .3

15. Had never worked, before? S. 43

16. Had 3 jobs in last 6 months? .3

17 ,Had just completed ag CETA joo? +3

18. Had a previous erns ployer who would rehire him or her?. +3

19 Was con-victed for pogession of marijuana? +3

20. Had only done jobs like lawnmowing, babisitting, and +3

delivering newspapers?

21. Was absent 12 difIerent times irt his/her last schoel year? +3 '42'

22. 1-lad taken vocational education curriculum in high school?

, 23. Had training in the job skills needed for this job but no
experience?

24. Was 15% less productive than other workers in his/her last +3

job because he/she wasn't trying?

25. Was late tor work 3 times last year? -+3

26. Was absent from work 12 different times last year? 43

27. Was 15% less productive than other workers in last jobj -13

even though he/she was trying?
-34
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ATTRIBUTES NEEDED TO KEEP, A JOB

SAUD ON YOURIXPERIENCES, WHAT WILL. YOUR SUPERVISOR
DO THE FIRST TIME AN EMPLOYEE.. . e

4 e 544

1. "Wears flashy or sexy clothes to.work? a b c NA

2. Come9 to work dirty and sloppy? a bccef NA.
,3.. Shows up for work drunk or stoned? bc Ief NA
4. Acts angry or sulks when crilicized? a b -c d e NA

5. Gripes about working conditions like shorf coffee breaks or a bcoef NA
working unpopular shifts?

6. 'Gets into an argument with coworkers?'

7. Puts more hours on time sheet than actually worked?

8. Refus*:s to do a job because it is undesirable or "beneath
'his/her dignity?"

9. Can't read written directions to complete a job? ;- a t; r: e . NA

10. Doesn't write telephone messages or memos that are easy to ab. lel _NA
understand?

11. Makes many mistakes in spelling, grammar, and punctuation'? d b .; e f NA

a b .1 f NA

a b c' .1 e NA

a b c e f NA

12. Speaks so poorly that coworkers can't understand what is beirc a b C de: NA
said?

13. Makes many mistakes adding, subtracting, multipls lg. or a b t. i e I NA

dividing numbers?

14. Tries but takes twice as long as other workers to learn a new
job?

15. Tries but is 15% less productive than other workers with the a b cdef NA
same training?

a bcdeINA

16. Doesn't try and is 15% fess productive than other workers with a bcd -e f NA
the same training?

,

Seems not to be trying but is no less productive than other a b c 1 NA
workers? .

18. Takes an extra hour of brealetime but finishes assigned work a bcdef NA
anyway?

19. Misses 2 different days of work the first month? a'.,b C d e CNA
20. Doesn't call in-when 'sick? a b'cdef NA
21. Is 20 minutes late to Iryork and has no good excuse? abede I NA

22. Capses $100 of damage to a piece of equipment? abcdeiNA
23. Spends 15 minutes making personal telephone calls during one at C d e I NA

work day?

24. Needs twice as much supervision as others? a b c d.,e f NA ?

25. Finishes work assigned but does not report back to superior for a b c d e f NA
more work?

35 ,
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